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JlOUGIH'B "FORT or THE FUTURE." 

In the domain of the art of war a new fact hlte re
cently become known, which is of a nature to carry 
with it consequences of great importance-a new fact. 
we say, but not an unlooked-for one. A problem which 
was long regarded ns insolu-
ble hils finally been solved. 
Artillery, the p r o g r e s s  of 
w h i c h is continuous, has 
found a method of firing, 
without danger of premature 
explosion, hollow projectiles 
charged with breakin� explo
sive substances. It must be 
admitted that this discovery 
is of a nature to modify the 
art of war profoundly. A re
volutiun is announced, which, 
considered from the stand· 
point of the extent of the re
sults, may be compared to 
that which occurred on the 
occasion of the invention of 
gunpowder. The firing of a 
melinite or gun·cotton shell 
is cal-'able of producing sin
gularly powerful effects, the 
verification of which has al
ready upset the principles of 
the art of constructing per
manent fortm<!,l\.t.inn'L, 
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strange lItructures that have been dil!covered in ble dimensbnl!. The obstacle consisted of a. wall 
France, Germany, and Scotland, and that have re- which was no less than from 60 to 95 feet in thickness. 
ceived the name of vitrified forts. These inclosures, The scarps of Nineveh, for example, and those of 
situated upon ancient formations, crystalline or Babylon, were more than 85 feet. Why did ancient 
otherwise, are formed of various materials, granite, engineers adopt such dimensions, which now appear 

to us so huge? Because it 
was necessary to oppose a 
great resistance to the action 
of demolishing apparatus, es
pecially to that of the batter
ing ram. 

Well. in our day. the mili
tary engineer who is em bar
rassed by the firing of shells 
containing a breaking charge 
would have to have recourse 
to such thicknesses. If he 
does not decide to do so, one 
of the reasons is that the mar
vels of modern indust.ry per
mit him to substitute for ma
sonry masses of metal having 
tbe same resistance with less 
thickness. 

Tben it has been found that 
beton and a metallic cuirass 
alone resist the action of �bells 
containing a breaking charge 
-snch as melinite or gun· cot
ton. Hence it follows that 
these two elements of con
struction should be able � 
suffice the engineer. 'l'hat 
being tbe case, it is evident 
that the forts that it. is neces
sary to construct cannot any 
more resemble those that now 

Iustructed by the first ex
periments to which he has 
recently been led, the mili
tary engineer is unable to 
disguise the fact that. with
out the concomitance of great 
expense, it is no longer pos
sible for him to con!'ltruct 

Fig.2.-PLAN OF THE FRONT OF THE FORT. constitute the defenses of our 
frontiera than the latter re

walls �apable of resi�ting the power of these new 
methods of attack. At the same time, he haS found 
himself constrained and forced to suppress within his 
works those military structnres hitherto called bomb
proof, because they consisted of a series of connnected 
vaults, generally of 19 feet span, and 3 feet thickness at 
the key, and covered with a mass of earth frolU 9 to 13 
feet in depth. Such structures, by the force of things, 
have become singularly vulnerable and easily destructi
ble e\·en. The military engineer can therefore no 
longer derive any material ad vantage from the ma
sonry that has hitherto been the principal element of 
bls structures; but, can he still count upon the proper
ties of masses of earth propp-rly arranged? No; earth
works cannot withstand the fire of projectiles filled 
with a breaking charge. Under the action of the burst
ing of the shell, the earth shoots up into the air. dis
perses in powder. and finally disappears. And, more 
than this, acting after the manner of a tamping, the 
mass of earth converts the projectiles that have entered 
it into dry torpedoes, and hence it is ruore injurious 
than useful. As the engineer can bring into play nei
ther earth nor masonry, what resource remains to him? 

It has been many times observed that progress 
makes its way in a quasi-circular path. The human 
mind, in pursuing the end that is assigned to it, merely 
describes cycles always r.assing through the same 
poiuts. An idea is sugge:sted to it. it grasps it, then 
repudiates, and then again returns to it, so that, in the 
course of ages, extreme ci vili-
tation often nearly touches 
extreme barbarism. Fortifi
cation offers us a striking ex
ample of this mode of evolu
tion in a circle. 

In the times of the great 
historic allu viullls,quaternary 
man. as we know, dwelt in 
caves. Some of these places 
of refuge could contain two 
or three hundred persons; 
but., although the interior was 
roomy. the entrance was nar
row. In time of peace, this 
exit was closed by means of a 
curtain made of reindeer'S 
skin, while in time of war a 
number of rocks. properly' 
piled. performed the func
tions of a defensive door, and 
the joints formed embrasures 
through which the inclosed 
people shot out. their projec
tiles. The quaternary cav
ern was t.herefore nothing else 
than a fortress. 

Well, in our own day, in 
the last years of the nine
teenth century. we are about 
to see the military engineer 
return to the idea of the de· 

gneiss, C{uartzite, basalt, etc., fused together by means 
of fire. 

Well, in our day. the military engineer recommends, 

Fig. 1.-BmD'S 'EYE VIEW OF THE' PLAN OF THE' 

SUBTERRANEAN FORT. 

not the vitrified rockwork, which he knows not how to 
make, but beton, which is analogous to it. 

In hi:storic til1le�, during the long period. styled an
tiquity, fortified inclosures had a profile of considera... 

Fig. S.-PLAN OF THE FOUNDATIONS. 

semble the strong castles of the middle ages. 
The neo-modern fort, conforl..:Jable to the type de

vised by Commander Mougin (attache to t.he General 
Direction of the Forges of St. ChallJond), the construc
tion of which upon a cert.ain position selected near our 
frontier has been ordered by a ministerial decision of 
July 23,1887, has a singularly original character. 

Let one imagine to himself a hulgiug of the earth, re
calling on a large scale one of those hillocks produced 
by the subterra.nean work of the mole. We bM'e not 
here. bowe,.-er, a mass of earth, hut rather a block of 
beton. Tbis artificial rock, measuring fifty yards in 
length by from thirty to forty in width, rises from a' 
dozen yards beneath the natural ground. Its maximum 
projection above the earth does not exceed three or 
four yards. Externally, then, it exhibits t.he a�pect of 
an ellip!'oidal calotte gently sloping to the earth and 
nearly invisible to the eye of an observer. provided that 
it has for a base the bottom of a depression in the 
ground (Fig. 1). 

At the center of this rock rise. flush with tbe surface, 
three armor-clad turrets established en coin-one and 
two-each armed with two guns of large caliber; at the 
circumference. four small disappearing t.urn'ts, each 
armp-d with rapid·firing guns; and at three other pro
perly selected points. armor-clad observatories. Of 
these latter. one permits of watching the ground of at
tack, and the two others are designed for projecting 
fascicles of electric light at night, and thus illuminat-

ing the dangerous points of 
the territory. Each of these 
t u r r e t  s and observatories 
closes a cylindrical well hav
ing cuiras�ed sicip.s. and de
houching at the base in a 
system of subterranean apart
ments (Fig. 2). These latter 
are arranged in part as store
rooms for provisions and 
ammunition and in part as 
machinery rooins. The under
g r 0 u n  d machinery depart
ment includes a p o w e r f u l  
steam �ngine, with cistern 
and duplicate boiler. a bat
tery of ventilators for renew
ing the air, acculllulators wit·h 
pumps, and hydraulic motors 
for raising, lowering, and re
volving the turrets and ele
vating the ammunition. etc., 
and, finally. dynamos and 
electric accumulators lor in
ternal Jigh ting and project
ing light externally (Fig. 3). 

How is this ca\'e 'entered? 
Communication with the ex
terior is had throu�h a tun
nel, whose top is eight or ten 
yards beneath the natural 
level of the earth. This gal

fensive cavern. In the nlllJi· 
ber of prehistoric forti fica
tl�ns, Hienca admits those 

.l. Inllrmary. B. Quarters of lieutenant commander and surgeon. C. Projectile ma�azine. D. Room for cbarging prOjectiles. 
lery, the length of which 
necessarily varies with local 
conditions. br a n c h e s and 

E. Cartridge factory. F. Powder magazinA. G. Generators and kitcben. B. Coal room. I. Office of tbe commander and 
telegrapher. J. ltoom tor spar. at""". X. 01llc .. of accounta .. t. L. Provlalon roOm. M. AC:<:UJnulator. 
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runs, on the one hand, to the apartlllents above men
tioned, and on the other to the bottom of a cuirassed 
well. A winding metallic stairway runs along the 
sides of this well, but is not attached thereto. This 
well, with sufficient opening to allow of the passage of 
duplicate materif5l, forms an integral part of an iron 
plate framework, capped by a horizontal plate 8 inches 
in thickness. This plate, wbich normally closes the 
mouth of the well, is protected by the cross fire of the 
two disappearing turrets. 

If it is desired to give access to the fort, it is only 
necessary to cause a hydraulic piston to act through a 
silllple maneuver of a cock, aOlI thus raise the internal 
framework, the staircase, and the plate 6� feet. All 
forwarding of material and every relief of the garrison 
is signaled by telegraph or telephone. The doorkeeper 
does not maneuver the hydl'aulic elevator until he has 
heard the password and the disappearing turret on 
guard has recognized the comers. Moreover, there are 
arranged along the tunnel a number of obstructions 
analogous to those that the engineers of the middle 
ages used to multiply in the galleries giving access to 
their fortified castles. Finally, the entrance to the 
catacombs is itself provided with a door, defended by 
two mitrailleuses. 

The garrison is reduced to thirty or forty mech
anicians and specialists having in charge 
the manipulation of all the machinery 
above noted. The situation of this per
sonnel is not without analogy with that 
of the mechanicians and stokers of armor
clad ships, who also are only able ito 
Uteathe through the artificial ventilation 
provided. These men, however, can be 
very frequently relieved. 

Comlilander Mougin's fort, as just de
scribed, with its three large two-gun cui
rassed turrets, its four small turrets with 
two rapid-firing j\'uns, its three obstruc
tions, and all its internal machinery, will 
not exceed in cost the net sum of $500,000. 
This is relatively cheap. 

Upon the whole, the conception of the 
fort of the future presented itself long 
ago to the mind of professionals in the 
fOI'm of a relatively invulnerable armor
clad ship run aground on the position 
cOlllmanding the defile or railway to be 
defended. Commander Mou�in has cer
tainly done a useful service in showing 
how such a conception can be carried out. 

His solution of the problem -offers the 
advantage that, with equal live power, 
that is power in artillery, it permits of 
reducing, in the ratio of ten to one, the 
effective personnel necessary to perform 
the ser\·ice. All our generals dflplore the 
fact that" in the present system, the con
stitution of the regular garl'isons absorbs, 
at the hour of mobilization, several hun
dl'ed men, who might keep in the field, 
and the pl'esence of whom on the field of 
battle would be of a nature to lead to 
decisive results. In this new system, the 
absence of a few mechanicians and assist
ants, taken from the ranks, will not per
ceptibly reduce the territorial regiments 
that, are called upon' to furnish them.
La Nature. 
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The Gas Meter Specter. 

1J tientifit jtUeritan. 
that. Probably they would be awful glad to get rid of 
it after that. 

A PREHISTORIC BEAR. 

Large quantities of the bones of various animals, 
such as the lion, hyena, bear, and prehistoric dog, have 
been found from time to time in caves in various parts 
of the world. It is probable that, as far as Europe is 
concerned, these caverns were more abundantly filled 
a few centuries ago than at present. In the prescien
tific era of medicine, a brisk traffic took place in these 
prehistoric bone deposits, as in the analogous case of 
Egyptian mummies. A physician of Gratz, Styria, 
writing in the year 1695, describes how he received 
many hundreds of bones and teeth, as well as four 
dragons' heads, and that, with these potent imple
ments, he achieved numerous noteworthy cures. It 
has since been ascertained that these skulls and bones 
belonged to bears. The receptacle where they were 
found is still called" Dragons' Cave." 

Ourillustration represents the skeleton of a prehistoric 
bear (Ursus .�pelceus), as well as a second gigantic skull, 
which were found about four years ago in the Peggau 
Cave, near Gratz, Styria. The entrance to the cave is 
in a perpendicular rock face, some hundreds of yards in 
height, and the animal remains were covered with a 

F. H Carruth, on the joys of what he A PREHISTORIC BEAR. 
terms suburban life, is not con,fined to 
any locality, but his well told experience with the gas stalactite deposit from five to ten inches thick, which 
man illustrates the belief many gas users cherish: had effectually preserved them from decay. Under the 

Every other day a man comes from the gas works, stalactite was a conglomerate se\'eral yards in thick
and after we let him in he goes down to the foot of the ness, composed of calcareous spar, quartz, and lime
basement stairs and holds a secret conference with the stone. Several days were occupied in chiseling the 
meter. He opens a little door in it and takes a poker bones out of this solid mass. A hole was made in the 
and stirs it up inside. Sometimes during the executive hinder part of the lower skull represented in our illus
session we overhear him sort of growling away to him- tration, for the purpose of examining the interior. Its 
self, and complaining about the'way the meter acts. blunt and colossal shape differs considerably from the 
He will explain to it that it isn't doing as well as modern type, and indicates that this bear belonged to 
Brown's, and that Robinson's is 'wayaheadof it. Then a very early period. The skull of an ordinary cat is 
he will punch it again with the poker, and we can hear given underneath in order to show the comparative 
the wheels buzzing around in it. He says meters are size. The skull of the bear is wonderfully well pre
like other folks, liable to shirk and to 'tend to business. served, the teeth are firm, and the bones bright yellow. 
Then he will hit it another whack, and ask it pointedly To look at they might have been under the earth some 
if it wants to bankrupt the company. When he gets it dozen years, instead of at least twenty or twenty-five 
running with a low, steady hum, he will shut the door thousand. This skull is about twenty inches long and 
and take down some figures in a blankbook, and as he twelve iQches high. The tusks are about four inches 
comes up the stairs we will hear him saying: "Three long.' The s�ull of the skeleton is rather longer, but 
and four and one are eleven and fivE" is eighteen, and not quite so high. The entire skeleton is over nine feet 
seven is twenty-nine, and six is forty-one, and four to high. The living animal was probably over ten feet.
carry is flfty." Then he will go around and lookat our The (haphic. 

burners and dig away at them with a screwdriver and an .... I" 

old jackknife, and will try to sell us some new jet tips THE amount in the U. S. Treasury to the credit of 
which look like old fashioned open top thimbles. He the Patent Office fund is $3,500,000, a sum ample, one 
said one day that the superintendent to!d him that the would think, to enable the Patent Office to employ a 
company wasn't making nothing. I asked him how the sufficiept force to keep the work of the office so well up 
stock was selling, and he said that he understood there 

I 
that but little delay should occur in disposing of every 

wasn't any on the market just at present. He thought application for a patent, but unfortunately some of 
it had been withdrawn to be watered or something like the classes are very much in arrear with their work. 
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The Eft"ect. Produced by Earthquake. upon the 

Lower Animal •• 

In the last issuE' of the .. Transactions of the Seismo
logical Society of Japan," Professor Milne, the WE'll
known student of volcanic phenomena, discusses the 
effects of earthquakes on animals. The records of most 
great earthquakes refer to the consternation of dogs, 
horses, cattle, and other domestic animals. Fish also 
arfl frequently affected. In the London earthquake of 
1749, roach and other fish in a canal showed evident 
signs of confusion and fright; and sometimes after 
an earthquake fish rise to the surface dead and 
dying. 

During the Tokio earthquake of 1880, cats inside a 
house ran about trying to escape, foxes barked, and 
horses tried to kick down the boards confining them to 
their stables. There can, therefore, be no doubt that 
animals know something unusual and terrifying is 
taking place. More interesting than these are the 
observations showing that animals are agitated just 
before an earthquake. Ponies have been known to 
prance about thflir stalls, pheasants to scream, and 
frogs to cease croaking suddenly a little time bflrore a 
shock, as if aware of its coming. The Japanese say 
that moles show their agitation by burrowing. Geese, 
pigs, and dogs appear more sensitive in this respect 

than other animals. After the g)'eat 
Calabrian earthquake it is f'aid that the 
neighing of a horse, the braying of an 
ass, or the cackle of a goose was sufficient 
to cause the inhabitants to fly from their 
�e in e-NpGQta..iWa:a. �- __ 4h.a ..... lr: 

Many birds are said to show their un
easiness before an earthquake by hiding 
their heads under their wings and bE"hav
ing in an unusual manner. At the tillle 
of the Calabrian shock, little fish like 
sand eels (eirricflh), which are usually 
buried in the sand, came to the top 
and were caught in multitudes. In South 
America certain quadrupeds, such as 
dogs, cat!;, and jerboas, are believed by 
the people to give warning of cOllling 
danger by their restlessness; sometimes 
immense flocks of sea birds fly inland 
before an earthquake, as if alarmed by 
the p.ommencement of some sub·oceanic 
disturbancfl. Before the shock of 1885 
in Chili, all the dogs are said to have 
escaped from the city of Talcahuano. 

The explanation offered by Professor 
Milne of this apparent prescience is that 
some animals are sensith'e to the small 
tremors which precede nearly all flarth
quakes. He has himself felt them some 
seconds before the actual earthquake 
came. The alarm of intelligent animals 
would then be the result of their own 
experience, which has taught them that 
small tremorll are premonitory of move
ments more alarming. Signs of alarm 
days before an earthquake are proba
bly accidental; but sometimes in vol· 
canic districts gases have emanated frolll 
the ground prior to earthquakes and 
ha ve poisoned animals. In one case large 
numbers of fish were killed in this way 
in the Tiber, and at Follonica on the 
morning of April 6, 1874, .. the streets 
and roads were covered with dead rats 
and mice. In fact, it seemed as if it 
had rained rats. The only explanation 
of the phenomena was that these animals 

had been destroyed by emanations of carbon dioxide." 

...... 

Pelicans Flying South. 

Residents in the north part of the city were treated 
early on� morning recently to a rare and interesting 
spectacle in the flight south of a large flock of pelicans. 
There were several hundred of the great birds, divided 
into two sections. They were quite low. and the pouch 
under the lower bill and throat of each could be plainly 
seen. The first'section was over one hundred in nUIll
ber, flying slowly ill an almost unbroken single line, 
and crossing the river to the Illinois �ide just above 
the upper ferry. The second division came along im
mediately after, but instead of at once making passage 
over the Mississippi, began circling, as though at a loss 
which way to proceed. This movement was continued 
fully ten minutes, when a leader suddenly started in a 
bee line for the southeast, the rest trailing after and 
soon getting out of sight. 

It was said by persons familiar with the bird that it 
was the American white or rough billed pelican, weigh
ing when full grown about 18 pounds. The bill is 14 

inches long, and the pouch is some 7 inches deep at the 
widest part. During the winter the species is fr..und 
along the Florida and Southern coast, but in the sum
mer goes to the interior of the fur countries at the 
North, where it breeds. It was claimed the going to 
the South at this time presaged early cold weather.
St. Loui8 Globe-Democ1·at. 
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